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PREFACE 
The objective of  publishing  ‘ Computer Awareness  (CBS & IT )   E.Book ’  is to help : 

1.Sub Staff comrades Who are appearing  for Clerk     promotion examination  ( 40 questions in merit , 50 questions in Seniority) 

2. Clerical   comrades Who are appearing  for Scale 1  promotion examination  ( 40 questions in merit , 50 questions in Seniority) 

3. Scale promotion from 1 to V           ( 10 questions) 

4. To market our IT products and also to answer computer related questions in an interview. 

5.Comrades who are appearing JAIIB – Paper 1.       (35 Questions)    

The book is also helpful to the family members of our comrades who are studying or preparing : 

1.Computer awareness  as one of the subjects   in Plus II  

2.Computer awareness  as one of the subjects   in Under graduate     

3.Computer awareness  as one of the subjects   in all recruitment examination.     

4.To answer Computer  related questions    in an Employment interview.    

The unique features of the book are 

1. Questions asked in various examinations   are  covered. 

2. Bridging the gap between knowledge and application of knowledge. It is self learning  and examination oriented. 

3. To know the various segments, models and  how they are  asking questions 

4.  Topics are arranged from A to Z for easy reference and memory.   

The book was prepared by Sri. V. Rajamani, who is well known to our comrades for his unique teaching methodology. 

                   A. CHIDAMBARAM 

                GENERAL SECRETARY. 



COMPUTER ( CBS & IT ) TEST:    TOPICS  ARE  ARRANGED            FROM A TO Z              FOR   EASY   MEMORY ) 
A Automated teller machine ( ATM ) 
B Bank IT Products  
C Centralised / Core Banking Solution (   CBS),      CBS Commands    
D Data,     Data warehouse,     Data mining ,  Data communication net work 
E Electronic form  -           
F Functions  
G GMAIL, E.MAIL, GUI 
H Hardware       AND     Software 
I Input        AND     Output 
J Judical Act.    INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 1999,(IMPLEMENTED IN 2000)  IT  RULES 2002, Computer Audit 
K Key board commands 
L Languages 
M Mobile banking,          Memory 
N Net banking 
O Operating system (OS)   Online TV    Online SB Account Opening. 
P Plastic card.         1. Debit card    2. Credit card   3. Smart Card.   
Q Question on Abbrevations 
R Rupay card      ( NPCI – NATIONAL PAYMENT CORPORATION OF INDIA ) 
S Social Media Policy    SFMS   SWIFT  SECURITY MEASURES 
T  Topology     (Lay out of the Computer) 
U URL,       UPS    USB 
V Various  Cyber crimes 
W WINDOWS      ( MS.WORD,  EXCEL, POWER POINT )     WEB   WI-FI 
X How questions  and answers are designed.     
Y.     Model test 1                                                   Z. Model test 2 



A AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE ( ATM ) 
 
AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES : The Committee headed by Dr. C. Rangarajan recommended.    POINT OF SALE ( POS ) 

 
ADVANTAGES 
 

E.LOBBY TO THE CUSTOMERS TO THE BANK 

1. Cash deposit   

2. Cheque deposit   

3. Cash withdrawal   

4. Pass book printing  

5. Coin machine 

6. impound counterfeit currency    

7.Recycling the cash deposited  

8.Gives a receipt with image of the cheque 

1.     24 x 7 access availability    

2.Less time for transactions (less queue)   

3. Privacy in transactions      

4. Any branch/anywhere banking enabled  

5.Acceptability of card across multiple 

bank ATMs,  

6.Foreign tourists can access Maestro/VISA 

/ ATMs  

(a) Cost of setting up a ATMs is lower than 

setting up a branch   

(b) Frees the bank staff for more 

productive work    

(c) Cross-selling of the bank's products   

(d) Publicity  for the bank   

(e) Less hassle in handling cash. 

 

   
APPLICATION QUESTIONS: 

1. Major benefits of Centralized Business solutions or Core banking Solutions (CBS) EXCEPT 

 (a) it relieves branches of jobs like data backup, MIS generation      (b) attracts high cost initially  

(c) enables centralized management information and decision support  

(d) standardization of branch automation software using single version:            Answer:  b.      

2.Known Area but the question is unknown.     ATM is opened at what time a.24 hours  b. 7 days  c. 12 A.M.  (Date changing time)   



3.Unknown Area but simple question. 
1.Which of the following components of the atm provide the customer interface: 

(a) Video Display Monitor   (b) Keyboard/Keypad  (c) Touch Screen  (d) Slots:   Answer:  All the above or a,b,c,d 

2.What  are all the slots in the ATM for various purposes  

(i) Card Reader   (ii) Cash Dispenser  (iii) Envelope Dispenser (iv) Deposit Slot Answer:  All the above 

 3.WLA means 

a. White Label ATM   b.without  bank logo   C. non-bank entity can apply   d.TCS is the first company opened  e.All theabove 

4.BLA means 

a. Brown Label ATM   b.with  bank logo     C. non-bank entity can apply   d. All theabove 

4. bars or lines of varying widths or lengths that computer-readable(affixed on pass book) is known as -    a bar code 

5.What we should do with receipts at ATMs,        Destroy all such paperwork you no longer need. 

    CIRCULAR    BASED         QUESTIONS                  ( Refer latest circular for amount) 

1.Visa card       ATM  cash withdrawal    …………      POS withdrawal    ………… 

2. Rupay card       ATM  cash withdrawal    …………      POS withdrawal    ………… 

3. Platinum card      ATM  cash withdrawal    …………      POS withdrawal    ………… 

4.Annual charges for ATM   ………. 

5.Contactless Card   POS per transaction …….  Per day……….   Per day maximum transaction ………. 5000,  15000,  5 

6.Service charges for point of sale for which amount ………..          Exceed 2000 

7.Free transactions (per month) at other Bank ATMs  - Savings accounts. Metro centers: 3 including both financial and non-financial 

transaction. Non-metro centers: 5 including both financial and non-financial transactions 



B BANK  IT PRODUCTS/ SERVICES        -  A TO Z PRODUCTS / SERVICES 
  
A APBS Adhaar  Payment Bridge system with NPCI for payment of pension, Government subsidy 

B BANKING THROUGH  TABLET Bank staff will go to customer place , feeds the details into the tablet, click photo, 

Takes the snapshot of the original KYC documents and upload it to open  account. 

C CREDIT CARD BUY NOW PAY LATER.                                                      For A to Z  services, refer CHART 

D DEBIT CARD BUY NOW PAY IMMEDIATELY.                                      For A to Z  services, refer CHART. 

E ECS (Electronic clearing system) ECS  Debit:  1. Telephone bill  2.Housing loan instalment. ECS Credit: Dividend, salary  

F FUNDS TRANSFER THRUGH IMPS 1.Funds transfer to other banks 2.No Minimum amount 3. Maximum amount as prescribed. 

G GIFT CARD,  Minimum and Maximum amount as prescribed by the Bank. 

H HOTEL  / SHOP  -  POS 

POINT OF SALE / SWIPE  

A customer makes a payment to the merchant in exchange for goods or after provision 

of a service. Customer holding a debit, credit or charge card issued by Bank. 

I INTERNET BANKING Refer Chart. 

J JOINT VENTURE WITH NPCI Unified Payment Interface ( UPI) .Transfer money through IMPS without mentioning 

Remitter Bank account , IFSC code to the sender and Real time settlement of fund. 

K E.  KYC It is screen based interface that accepts Aadhaar number, fingerprint and sends to NPCI. 

L LANGUAGES – TOLL FREE NUMBER Hindi, English and other regional languages for Custome care. 

M MOBILE BANKING Refer Chart  for  A to Z  Mobile Banking facilities. 

N NEFT National Electronic Funds 

transfer 

1.Funds transfer to other banks  2.No minimum amount   3. No maximum amount 

4.Time 8 AM TO 7 PM,  5. Amount Credited within 8 hours 6. Settlement – 21 per day. 



O ONLINE SB ACCOUNT OPENING Refer  ONLINE MODEL. 

P PREPAID CARD  

 

1.Pay Roll Card ( funds loaded) to company staff to go on LFC. 

2.IRCTC Rupay prepaid card for quick and hassle free payments on IRCTC website. 

Q QUICK  MESSAGE THROUGH SMS 1.Inward remittances 2. Reply to any request / enquiry. 

R RTGS (Real Time Gross Settlement) 1.Funds transfer to other banks 2.Minimum amount Rs.2 lakhs. 3. No maximum amount 

 4.Time 8 AM TO 6 PM,        5. Amount Credited within 2 hours  

S SHARE IN ELECTRONIC FORM Demat  facility.  To avoid  10 disadvantages of physical holding of share certificate 

T TRUNCATION Cheque in electronic form. Benefits: 1. To speed up the process of collection 2.To reduce 

Clearing related frauds or loss of instrument 3.Cost of collection low. 4.Risk low. 

U UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE FEES, 

Deposit, loan, ATM in campus, 

 Net banking to College staff. 

Cashless Campus Project  that aims to remove cash moving in the college /institute 

/University to online platform. Students are provided with the facility of making online 

fee payment through net banking, debit card, credit card , POS or online challan system. 

V Various services through 

AEPS(NPCI) 

Aadhaar Enables payment services through micro ATMs deployed by Bank in villages. 

W WALLET, DIGI PURSE customers can digitally load amount in the Mobile wallet and can use it  

X REMITTANCE FROM FOREIGN 

COUNTRIES -    

Western money transfer for  foreign inward remittances Money Gram from UAE 

countries. Union Remit remittances from USA, Union Flash remittances from UAE 

Z E.CASH – Remittance services . Anyone having debit card of NFS /VISA /MASTER card member bank can receive money 

From Bank ATM  based on Mobile number beneficiary having any debit card. 

 



C CENTRALISED / CORE BANKING SOLUTION (   CBS),     -    CUSTOMER   CENTRIC 
 

I.MEANING: 

1.CBS is net working of branches enables Customers to operate their accounts and avail Banking services from any branch of  Bank. 

2.Customer is called as Bank customer and not branch customer because deposit and withdrawal, services, he can do at any branch. 

II.HOW IT OPERATES: 

1.Number of Tiers 2 ( Branch and Central office)      2. Anywhere and anytime ( 24 x7 transactions ) Banking. 

3.CBS  is operated through    WAN ( Wide area net work ) and RBI satellite VSAT ( Very small aperture terminal) in real time.    

4.The transaction made by a customer are reflected immediately on the Banks servers. 

5 CIF -ID:Customer Identification File Only One number for each customer for all deposits and other transaction  linked with Adhaar. 

6. IFSC:  Indian Financial system code.        Only one with letters and numbers for each branch. 

III.SERVICES AVAILABLE IN CBS 

central data base for the bank and transactions are done centrally, online, integrated products and services  round the clock. 

 BUSINESS COMPONENTS 

MODULES INTEGRATE INTERFACE TRANSACTIONS 
1.Retail customer banking 
2.Trade finance/forex 
3.Government business 
4.Corporate finance  
5.Service branch 
6.Business intelligence 
7.Enhanced MIS 

1.Multi delivery channel 
2.Any branch banking,  
3.Internet banking  
4. Call centre 

1.Treasury,   2.IBR,    
3.Centralised accounting system,  
4.HRMS,       5.ALM,  
6.Credit appraisal and management,  
7.Credit monitoring NPA management 
8.NDS, SFMS, RTGS, CFMS 

1. Deposits,  
2. Loans,  
3. Bills,  
4. Remittances,  
5. Locker,  
6. Clearing 

1. What is the full form of the letter ‘C’ in the term of “CBS”?         Ans. Core. 



IV..BENEFITS  OF CBS: 

ENABLES FACILITATES IMPLEMENTATION  INFRASTRUCTURE 
1.Reliable centralised data 
2.Centralised  MIS,  
3.Centralised DATA 
4.Decision Support System 
( DSS ) 
5.Effective MIS, 

1.Data warehousing and data mining 
2.Business process re-engineering 
(BPR) 
3.Relieves branches of jobs like  
   data backup, MIS generation, 
4.ALM, risk management  

1.Integrated customer centric services 
2.branch automation software using a 
single version 
3.Changes are done only at the central 
site 
4.No extra cost for implementation of 
SFMS, RTGS, CFMS, etc 

1.Servers are not 
mandatory at branch 
locations 
2.Core infrastructure 

can be used for future 

expansions 

1.A centralized database with online connectivity to branches, internet as well as ATM- network which has been adopted by almost 

all major banks of our country is known as.           Ans. core banking. 

2. In CBS   cash withdrawal  for drawer   …………      cash  withdrawal for payee   ………… 

CBS  MENU COMMANDS 

1.  CASH      2. SAVINGS BANK  3. CURRENT ACCOUNT 4. FIXED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT 

5. RECURRDING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT 6. ACCOUNT OPENING 7. ACCOUNT CLOSING 8. CLEARING INWARD  

9. CLEARING OUTWARD    10. TRANSFER   11. STANDING INSTRUCTION  

12. STOP PAYMENT     13. PRINT   14. DEMAND DRAFT 15. NEFT  . 16.RTGS 

17.LOAN      18. ADDRESS CHANGE 19. INDIVIDUAL   ACCOUNT INTO JOINT ACCOUNT  

20. CREATION OF CIF NUMBER   

Please Note:   Main menu commands minimum  10 questions in Clerk and officer  promotion examination in both Merit and Seniority    

                         (Refer Small Booklet on Commands) 



D DATA     
 

 DATA WAREHOUSE - – Corporate Website DATA MINING DATA COMMUNICATION NET WORK 
                    ( Data on Meta Data )          Cluster of Data                  Three basic components 
Data from heterogeneous sources is stored 
to generate critical information for 
decision support systems.  

It is a technique to reveal the 
strategic information hidden in 
Data Warehouse(s).  

1.Transmission Devices and Interface Equipment 
2. Transmission Medium Terrestrial Cables 
    a. Twisted-wire - two insulated copper wires 
    b. Coaxial Cable - inner copper conductor 
    c. Optical Fibre -  plastic fibres with a beam of light 
3. Microwave System  
Microwave signals may be passed on to the satellite 

 

      APPLICATION QUESTION ON DATA (Known area but Unknown questions) 

1.Data that is copied from an application is stored in the -           clipboard 

2. A collection of interrelated records is called a -            database 

3. Data only temporarily as the computer processes instructions? -         Read-only memory  

4. In database, a field is a -                 table of information 

5. When date changes in multiple lists and all lists are not updated. This cause -       duplicate data 

6. Which of the following statement is correct in connection with the Geographical Information System (GIS) –  

    It is a computer system that records, stores and analysis information about the features that make up the Earth's surface 

7.Information means                  Processed data  

8. The primary goal of a computer is to turn data into -           information 

9. Two                   Data duplicated in two Servers 



      APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON TRANSMISSION AND DBMS 

1.Transmission Processors are 

a..Message Switcher is used to store and forward data to large number of terminals over a single  communication channel. 

b.Multiplexer send more than one signal simultaneously over a single communication channel. 

c.Front End Processors used to intercept and handle communication activities for the host computer.      

d.All are correct 

2.Modes of transmission are 

a.Simplex –   transmitting data in only one direction         commercial radio 

b.Half-Duplex –   transmission is both directions, but in only one direction at a time.    WALKY TALKY 

c.Full Duplex –   Simultaneous two-way transmission.          MOBILE 

d.All are correct 

 

3.DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ( DBMS)      

1.Architecture :        i. data base,       ii.  Information acess,      Answer i, ii 

2. Options:               i.Scope of data,  ii. redundancy,       iii. end users    Answer i, ii, iii 

3.Security                i. physical,            ii. logical, security,    iii.bio metric   Answer i, ii, iii 

 

4. The method of file organization in which data records in a file are arranged in a specified order according to the key field is known 

     as -                   Sequential Access Method 

 



E ELECTRONIC FORM  -    
1.CHEQUE TRUNCATION:      Original cheque (Physical) retained by collecting Bank and image of the cheque sent to Paying Banker. 

2 Learning, Book,  Examination  It saves faculty fees, cost of books if freely available. On line examination and immediate result 

3 Ticket   Air ticket, train ticket, Bus ticket, cinema ticket is in whatsapp. By showing you can travel, see cinema 

4. Data interchange Gate way ( Electronic data interchange BY VSNL ) to transmit messages within India. 

5 Examination  Employment , promotion, internal exam conducted  through online and result immediately  

6 News papers  Instead of hard copy, you can read news paper in soft copy in whats app if freely available. 

7. E.Business    (Advertise, negotiate, order ,bill, payment ) –   3 components  E.Commerce, SCM , CRM 

8.    ‘DematAccounts’ means ?                Shares in electronic form 

DIGITAL SIGNATURE:    Your signature in electronic form,  in number form,   Private key-signature, Public key- verification 

1. A private key and public kay which are so related that public kay can verify a digital signature created by the private key,  key paid  

2. Under provisions of information Technology Act, which of the following is the authority is to exercise supervision over the 

activities of certifying authorities issuing Digital signature:         Controller of Certifying Authorities  

3. What is the function of the private key, out of the pair of keys used in an electronic signature:   To create an electronic signature  

4. Authentication of an electronic record by a subscriber by means of an electronic method of procedure in accordance with 

provisions of Section 3 of Information Technology Act, is called:        Electronic signature  

5. The person given licence to issue digital signature certificate u/s 24 of Information technology Act is called:    Certifying authority  

6.Private key for creating a digital signature and a public key to verify the digital  signature, is called: Asymmetric crypto system 

7.Functions of public and private key match: Public key verifies the digital signatures and private key creates the digital signature  

8.IRBT  Subsidiary of RBI  -      Certifying authority for issuing digital signature certificate to Bank scale 4 officers.   



F FUNCTIONS /  TERMINOLOGY 
 

1Which one of the following is correct on Disk 

a.DISK Mirror (duplication) Back up –    Preventive measure. ( Input 1,  Output several) – Single copy, Several paste 

b.DISK Duplex          input several , out put 1  

 c.DISK  Array        Replace failed drive    

2.Which one of the following is correct on FTP : File Transfer Protocol  

    a. FTP  is the simplest way to exchange files between computers on the Internet. 

 b. FTP is an application protocol that uses the Internet's TCP/IP protocols.  

c. FTP  is the simplest way to exchange files between computers on the Internet.  

d. transfers displayable Web pages and related files  

3.Which one of the following is correct HYPER  LINK In hypertext or hypermedia,  

    a.an information object (such as a word, a phrase, or an image;  

    b.highlighted by color or underscoring  that points (indicates how to connect) to related information that is located elsewhere  

    c.Retrieved by activating the link (e.g., by selecting the object with a mouse pointer and then clicking).      D.All the above 

4.Starting means                  Booting   

5. The "Start" button available at -            lower left comer of computer screen 

6..Hard copy means –                 Printed on Printer  

7. Unique features of Smart Card ( Digi purse) have            memory facility  

8.  7 Layers  means        Application,  Presentation, Session,  Transport,   Network, Data link,  Physical 



G GMAIL,    GUI ( Graphic User Interface)  ,   GOOGLE 
          

APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON G.MAIL, Yahoo.com , E.MAIL 
1.What is the storage for e-mail messages called? -            mailbox  

2. Most mail programs automatically complete the following two parts in an e-mail (in box)      From , Date,time 

3.Delete all emails from an unknown source. If opening one out of curiosity, never give     personal data.  

4.Banks, for one, never ask for such information because          as they already have it.  

5.e.MAIL Junk –                   Spam. 

6.. SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, which transfers            e-mail, 

7.Visa Now received in email, whatsapp.                    Postal delivery not required for certain countries. 

8.Format of E.Mail                i. sender,   ii. copy to , iii. subject. 

9. Usually the e-mail address is in               lower case 
APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON GUI ( GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE )   / IMAGE 

 1.Optical illusion of motion createdby the consecutive display of images of static elements?-     Animation 

2.A pixel is a -                a picture or a dot element on the screen  

3."Plotter" is a drawing tool used for -              Graphic designing 

4.The number of pixels displayed on a screen is known as the screen –         resolution 

5.The "Shortcut icon" available at desktop are -       graphical approach to reach at any program file or folder 

APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON GOOGLE 

1. Do not shop at an unknown shopping site even if it offers a dream deal. If still tempted,  

                                                             Google the site’s security performance and whether there were any hacking attempts on it.  



H HARDWARE   (  Phlysical parts, Visible, Tangible  )                  AND             SOFTWARE   ( Invisible, Intangible )   
 

      APPLICATION QUESTIONS ( GENERAL ) 

1.Computer means           Hardware and Software 

2.Information Technology means        Hardware, Software and Information 

3.Every component of your computer is either -       Hardware or Software 

      APPLICATION QUESTIONS ( HARDWARE. ) 

1.Which one of the following is correct in Centralised processing unit (CPU) ?   

    i.heart of computer ,  ii. Information Travels through Bus Topology   iii.Contain mother Board     iv. All are correct. 

 

2. 1.Which one of the following is correct in  Hard disk?    

  1.Permanent Memory  2.Removable magnetic disk  holds information 3. Operating system software on the hard disk4. 1,2,3 correct. 

 

3.Which one of the following is Hardware  

a.Key Board,  b.Printer,   c.Node,  d.Modem,           e.All the above 

 

4.Which one of the following is NOT Hardware  

  a.Scanner,  b.Mother Board,  c.Card, Battery,   d.Mouse  e.None of the above  (a,b,c,d Hardware) 

5. The device used to carry digital data on analog lines is called as:-         Modem 

6. VDU is also called as -                 Screen &Monitor 



APPLICATION QUESTIONS ( SOFTWARE ) 

1.Programe means                 Set of Instructions 

2.Software means                 Set of Programs 

3.Application Software produce some useful output for users            

    1.End users  2. PAY ROLL  3. Specific functions. 4.Word processing, spreadsheet, and photo editing     Answer: All the above. 

4.Which one of the following is NOT language          FOX PRO ( It is software) 

5.The Software manual tells you             how to use a software program. - 

6.Which one of the following is SOFTWARE  

      a. Enterprise Solution  -ORACLE –   b. Spread sheet  –Excel Software.  C. Table ,Home, Insert,  –MS word Software d.All the above. 

7.Which is   the function of following SOFTWARE  

       a. Browser Software             allows us to browse through web pages -   

b. Symantec Antivirus Software       Software on the desktops and laptops provided for official purposes     

 c. System Software             System and Net work  -     

 d.  a, b , c. 

          e. None of the above.        ( Question is not a software but given answers a,b,c,d are software) 

8 BROWSER SOFTWARE means     

           a. A client computer program  

           b. It  can retrieve and display information from 

           c. Servers on the World Wide Web. -      For example, Microsoft's Internet Explorer 

 d.   a, b, c 



I INPUT  ( Insertion of data / image )           AND OUTPUT ( Display / release of data / image ) 
                INPUT                      OUTPUT 
1.Computer Key Board -  similar to  Typewriting key board. 

2.Mouse     - To navigate on the system by moving on pad ) 

3.Joystick,  

4.Touch screen,  

5.Scanner -     Storing image in Computer  

6. Light pen,  

7.Track ball,                   8. MICR, OMR,  9. Video camara,  

10.Smart card reader, 11. Biometric sensor. 

1.Monitor,  

2.Printer, 

( Computer print out is called -   Hard copy ) 

 3.Head phones,  

4.Speakers,  

5.Automotive navigation,  

6.Plotter      

 

APPLICATION QUESTIONS ( INPUT ) 
1.Which one of the following is AN INPUT   ( Positive question ) 

a.Computer Key Board b.Mouse        c.Scanner d.Joystick         e. All the above 

2.Which one of the following is NOT AN INPUT    ( Negative question but a,b,c,d Positive answers. Hence, None of these )   

a. OMR, MICR  b. Video camera,  c.Smart card reader, d. Biometric sensor.    e.None of the above   (a,b,c,d – Input) 

3.Which one of the following is correct in MICR  Magnetic  ink Character regontion 

a.9 DIGITS   b. First 3 digits City,  c. Next 3 digits  Bank     d. Last 3 digits -   Branch         e. All are correct  

4. In MICR, C stands for                Character 

5. In the MICR code, the first three digits of sort field number consisting of nine digits?     City 
6. To open disk mouse pointer is placed on disk icon and then -          Mouse is double-clicked  



           APPLICATION QUESTIONS (OUTPUT) 

1.Which one of the following is          OUTPUT    

a. Monitor,    b. Printer,      c. Head phones,          d.All tlhe above 

2.Which one of the following is NOT  OUTPUT: 

 a. Speakers,  b. Automotive navigation,   c. plotter        d.None of the above (a,b,c are output) 

3.Which output device is used for translating informationfrom a computer into pictorial form on paper?  Plotter  

4.What does the acronym BIOS stand for?            Basic Input / Output System 

5.Which of the following is an output device?             Plotter  

6.Which of the following is an output device?             Monitor 

 

J   JUDICIAL ACT  -      LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS 
        

APPLICATION QUESTIONS 

 

1.Electronic documents and electronic signatures, incidental amendments have also been made in the following acts: 

a.The Indian Penal Code, 1860   b. The Indian Evidence Act, 1872  c. The Bankers’ Books Evidence Act, 1891   ( Electronic records ) 

d. Reserve Bank Of India Act 1934             Answer: All the above. 

2. Act recognizes the electronic signatures and records equal to physical signatures and records:            Information Technology Act  

3. Which of the following Act has NOT  been amended IT Act 1999:  

     a. Indian Penal Code 1860 b. Indian Evidence Act and Bankers’s Book Evidence Act    c. RBI Act 1934      d. Companies Act 1956  



4. Which of the following are the objectives of Information technology Act:  

a. to provide for legal infrastructure for e-commerce    b. to facilitate electronic filing of documents of Govt.  

c. to facilities amendment to the relevant laws           d. all the above  

5. Cyber laws in India are contained in which of the following:         Information Technology Act 1999  

6. As per information Technology Act 2000, the penalty for damage to computers, computer systems etc. has been fixed for damages 

up to ____ by way of compensation to affected person:             Rs.100 lac  

7. The information Technology Act was introduced in India on the initiative of                        UN Commission on International 

8.An ECS transaction gets bounced and you are unable to recover your money from your customer under which act criminal action 

can be initiated?               Ans. payment and settlement act. 

 

COMPUTER AUDIT  -   Vasudevan Committee 
1]The objective of Computer Auditing is: 

a. Assets safeguarding  b. Preserving data integrity  c. Achieving system efficiency   d.All the above 

2]Effective Control Mechanism in computerised environment   

 a. Preventive  b. Detective   c. Corrective              d.All the above 

3]Scope of System Audit is 

a. Review of operations to establish compliance       b. Review of the adequacy of procedures and controls 

c. Integrity review focused at fraud detection/prevention of IT system    

d. Audit Trail is a chronological record of all events occurring in a system e. To give loans.       Ans:   a to d 

4. the term ‘audit trail’ stands for        chronological record of all events occurring in a system  



K KEY BOARD COMMAND
 

1.Which one of the following is correct application of key 

a. To delete previous letter / number

 c. To insert  letter / number 

2. Which one of the following is correct application of key  for go to particular page

a. To go to previous page 

c. To go to 1st  page  

KEY BOARD COMMAND 

1.Which one of the following is correct application of key  

ete previous letter / number  - Backspace 

letter / number    -  Insert  

2. Which one of the following is correct application of key  for go to particular page

a. To go to previous page  -  page up,    b. To go to next page   

  -  Control , Home  d. To go to last  page 

  b. To delete succeeding  letter / number 

  d. All are correct 

2. Which one of the following is correct application of key  for go to particular page 

b. To go to next page   -   page down, 

d. To go to last  page   -  Control , End

 

/ number - Delete   

Control , End  e.All are correct 



3. Which one of the following is correct application of Arrow key 

 a.← 𝒕𝒐 𝒈𝒐 𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆           𝒃. ↑ 𝒕𝒐 𝒈𝒐 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒖𝒔 𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆                𝒄. → 𝒕𝒐 𝒈𝒐 𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕            𝒅. ↓ 𝒕𝒐 𝒈𝒐 𝒏𝒆𝒙𝒕 𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 e.All are correct 

4. Which one of the following is called Typing keys ?        a. Letter A to Z,     b.number 0 to 9     Answer a and b 

5.Which one of the following is correct keys for capital and small letter 

    a.Before typing capital letter ( Upper case) press Caps lock       b.For typing Small letter ( lower case) release Caps lock  

    c.Already typed capital letters to be changed into small letter  or vice versa -   Press Shift , F3 keys         d.All are correct 

6.  Which one of the following is correct application of  key 

 a. F1 to F12  - Function keys   b..Tab – For setting and moving tabular 

c.Number lock – To lock the number  d. Space bar – to give space between words or number  e.All are correct  

7.Which of the following keys can be used along with another key (Control keys) 

      1.Ctrl    2. Shift   3. Alt    4. Esc    5.Home   6. End 7.Esc    Ans. 1 to 7 

8.  Which one of the following is correct application of  Control keys 

1.COPY  -      Ctrl + C     

2. PAST -     Ctrl + V      

3. CUT -     Ctrl + X    

4.All select  -   Ctrl + A   

 5.To Exit  -  Ctrl +Exit                   All are correct 



L LANGUAGES 
 

1.Fortran,ALGOL                                      For Scientific purpose 

2.COBOL                 For business, banking, commercial purpose 

3. BASIC                                                DBMS language 

4.Fascal                                         for       Education  

5.Java                                   Programming language 

 6.Ruby, C, UNIX OS,                 Context free language 

7.C+, C#                                             Object       

8.Adobe Page Mill                         Scripting language 

APPLICATION QUESTION 

1.Programming language for developing multimedia web pages, web sites, and web-based applications?-  JAVA 

2.Assembly language is mainly designed to -             Replace machine code  

3. "C" is known as "middle language because –  

       1.It has power of high level languages     2.It was flexibility of low level languages    Both 1 and 2 

4.A contains specific rules and words that express of an algorithm -         programming language 

5.Which language is directly understood by the computer without translation program? -     Machine language 

6.Which of the following is NOT a computer programming language?         Microsoft 

7. The process of writing computer instructions in a programming language is known as    coding  

 



M MOBILE BANKING   -    A TO Z SERVICES 
 

A Account No,                    AADHAAR No ,                     Aadhaar ID seeding ,                 ATM          and            Branch Locator  & others. 

B Balance Enquiry,            Bill Payment ,                      Mini Statement (last nine transactions)                            Block your Debit Card, 

C Configure/update         E-mail ID,                              Cheque Status,                 Change login password,             Change mPin ,  

D Donation to Temple ,  

E E.Cash 

F Funds transfer:              1. RTGS                                   2. NEFT.                                  No need of internet 

G Generate OTP 

H History of  Transaction 

I Interest                                  if the account is overdrawn,                                                service charges by the Bank. 

J Java enabled Handsets  ( higher transaction limit )       Non Java handset ( lower transaction limit) 

K Key ( very important )  Frequent change of  PIN ( Personal identification number ) – Login  and transaction passoword 

L Limt setting .                         The cardholder can set                                                        spending limit 

M Merchant Payment  ,            MMID,                   Retrieve MMID,                   Cancel MMID,                 Mobile Recharge 

N National Payment corporation of India providing various services  through Mobile. 

O Open Savings Bank account just by scanning his Aadhaar card and by unloading a  “ SELFIE” through his smart phone. 

P M-passbook enables customers to view statement of all his accounts link with mobile number. Benefits:   

1.Digital pass book                    2.Multi lingual app.                                       3.No need to carry different pass book 

4.Availability 24 x 7 x365 days               5. Total data for 1 year can be stored.       6.In PDF form 



Q Querry  on Cheque status 

R Request to Bank   

1. Immediate payment service ( IMPS ).    

2. Issue of cheque book    

3.Stop payment of cheques. 

S SMS: Enable/Disable user id of internet banking ,  

T Ticket Booking:   

1. Airlines        2. Railways     3. Bus   4. Cinema 

U University, College fees remittance -   Cashless Campus 

W MOBILE WALLET:  

Bill Payment , Mobile Recharge/ DTH Recharge , Fund Transfer,   Wallet to Wallet, Wallet to Mobile using IMPS 

,Fund transfer  limit- Rs.10000/- per month and Max.Rs. 5000/- per transaction.   

 DigiPurse shall be available on all App Store  viz: Android, ios,  windows  

X Just install the App in  smart phone and upload the card details and use all your credit cards from a single mobile application 

Y All customers of Bank having SB / CA/ overdraft accounts and having EBIT card of Bank are eligible. 

Z Other services:       Temporarily deactivate/activate the card 

 

       APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON MOBILE 

1. Android is based on which of the following operating system ?-          Linux  

2.Which of the follow is an operating system mobile devices? -           Android 7 



M   MEMORY 
 
1.Bit                Smallest item   

2. Nibble                4bits,      

3.Byte  -               8 bits,  

4.    1 character =            1byte 

5.Kilo Bytes   -              1024 bytes,   

6.Mega Byte -             1024 KB 

7.GB                1024 MB,   

8.1MB               1 million byte 

9.TB                   1024 GB,            

10.PB                 1024 TB, 

11.EB                     1024 PB,  

12.ZB                   1024 EB  

TYPES OF MEMORY 
1.RAM -            Volatile:      -  memory lost, switch off    
22.ROM.            Non volatile:    - Cache ( Fastest)   Permanent, start up  
3. FLASH                   - Erased and reprogrammed 
       APPLICATION QUESTION 
1. The most widely used code that represents each character as a unique 8-bit code is -   Binary numbering system 
2.What does the acronym RAM stand for?             Rand Access Memory 
21. Flash Memory Cards are considered non-volatile, meaning that when you turn off the power, you will not lose  your data. 



N NET BANKING   -   INTERNET BANKING   FOR    1.RETAIL    2. CORPORATE CUSTOMER 
 

FACILITIES         AVAILABLE              IN                 NET BANKING:  

ON LINE  FORMS & APPLICATION ACCOUNTS TAX 

1.APY registration 

2.Aadhaar Seeding 

3.Railway ticket booking,  

4.Air ticket booking 

5.ordering cheques 

6.fund transfer 

1.statement of accounts 

2.TDS Certificate 

3.Form A2  for International 

Remittance 

4.Digital Signature for net 

banking 

1.stop payment instructions 

2.Transfer of funds from one account to 

another account of their own or to third 

party account  

3.Bill payment facility 

1.submission of form 15G,   or 

15H 

2.e filing of income tax 

returns 

3.tax payment 

 

   

DIGI CHALLAN  

1. Cash Deposits made Simple          

2. No need to fill deposit challan   

3. Just open Customer App and Select Digi Challan menu  

4. Fill the account and amount details   

5. On submission , reference number will be generated sent to registered mobile via SMS  

6. Approach the nearest  Bank branch with reference number and deposit cash 

     APPLICATION QUESTION 

1.Customer should change the  Login password  and the Transaction password  within the maximum period of   6 months. 



O OPERATING SYSTEM  -              Tells the computer how to use its components ) 
 

NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM:  

The servers manage the printer sharing, file sharing and communications link sharing to their clients. 

I.LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN) II.WIDE AREA NETWORK (WAN) III.  SATELLITE   

Computers  in   a Building are connected 
through net work 

Computers   in  a Geographical area are 
connected through network 

Computers    throughout the world are 
connected through network 

 

APPLICATION    QUESTION:    

1.Which of the following is not an important features of local area network  

a. an independent system is called node which is interconnected to LAN     

b. there is generally one central node called ‘server’  

c. the way, the different types of services are handled by server depends upon topology and protocols  

d. it can be used upto 10 Kms  

       ONLINE TV. 

1. Which of the following is the television service distributed via the internet using IPTV? -    Online TV 

2. Consider the following statements regarding the Internet Protocol Television (IPTV):-  

a. It is a real time broadcasting system for delivering television programmes to households,  

b. It uses internet protocols & Video on demand is one of the services that the IPTV offers    

c.  a and b. 



ONLINE SAVINGS ACCOUNT OPENING PROCESS:-  
 

1. What is the procedure for prospective customer can apply for SB Account opening Online.  

 

a. The prospect willing to open  SB account will visit  Bank's website and click the link "Apply On-line" and choose "Savings account".  

b. Customer will his personal information like Name, DOB, Mobile number etc and select the branch where he/she wishes to open 

his/her account.  

c. An authentication code is sent to the given mobile number of the customer. After authentication, the screen containing address 

and other details will pop up.  

d. The customer needs to feed his/her communication/permanent address details, income details, Nominee details, KYC document 

details.                     

e. All the above. 

 

2.What the customer should do after submission of document? 

 

a After submission, a screen will pop up showing a unique reference number, the selected branch address and with a request to visit 

the selected branch with KYC documents and photo.  

b. The reference number is also sent to the mobile number of the customer and an acknowledgement is also sent by e-mail.  

c Customer need to visit his/her selected branch and show the reference number to the branch official.           

 d.All the above 



P PLASTIC CARD.    1. DEBIT CARD  2. CREDIT CARD  3. SMART CARD  4. VISA  CARD  5. RUPAY CARD 
 

I.  DEBIT CARDS:   (an instrument which can be used to avail banking services. BUY NOW PAY IMMEDIATELY) 

A ATM CARD CENTRE:             Any dispute between bank and customer  settled within 7 days from the date of receipt of complaint 

B* BALANCE INQUIRY 

C Classic Card, Contactless Rupay card  ( lower limit )          2. Visa  Card ( normal limit)      3. Platinum  card ( very high limit) 

D Death or Accident, insurance claim is covered. 

E EMV CARD: All the important information of the card is stored in a electronic format in case of magstrip card or in a chip format. 

F* FUNDS TRANSFER through                                                    1.RTGS                   2. NEFT                             3. IMPS 

G GREEN PIN.   Through Bank ATM and also other Bank ATM after obtaining OTP  and      validate  it from any ATM. 

H Hot List:    Stolen card , Lost card, defaulted card are put in Hot list   so that subsequent operations delinked. 

I Insurance:  Free Insurance is available against accidental death, i.e., Rs. 2 lakh for principal card holders and Rs. 1 lakh for  

          Add-on cardholder and Rs. 1 lakh if card is issued under PMJDY  

J Joint account: Add on card can be issued in case of joint account is Either of Survivor mandate, Maximum 3 cards can be issued 

         in such type of account.  

K Key Security features to prevent fraud. 

L LIMIT: 1.Daily withdrawal limit ATM   2.Daily shopping limit PoS and online   3.Total daily limit 

M* Multiple Account Access- Customer can access up to 3 accounts linked to a single card. 

N NUMBER:  digit number linked to customers bank account. 1.First 6 digits represent Bank Identification Number(BIN) 

2. next 5 Digits represent sol id 3.Remaining digits are serial number of the card . 4.Last digit is always a check sum. 



O* ONLINE PAYMENTS such as IMPS, NEFT, RTGS, BILL PAMENT, ELECTRICITY BILL PAYMENT, TICKET BOOKING. 

P* PAYMENT TO MERCHANTS ( POS)  .  Debit card can be used for shopping payments. 

R* RECHARGE MOBILE S Service charges every year. If the account is overdraft, interest will be charged. 

T* TAX PAYMENT 

U Usage:  for domestic usage only. Customer needs to request for EMV chip card for international usage, if needed 

V Variant ( Types of Debit card )  1. Master card 2. Visa card   3. Rupay card    4. Business card ( for business people) 

W* WITHDRAWAL OF CASH, Deposit of cash, Deposit of cheques in E.Lobby. 

Y Years valid for: valid till the last date of the month (for 5 years and 7 years) as mentioned on the card 

 

II.  CREDIT CARDS:   (an instrument which can be used to avail banking services.    BUY NOW, PAY LATER) 

 

A Age :                  Min 21 years                   Max 60 years for salaried                                65 years for professional  

B* Back facility:          IRCTC cash back Rs 25/-                                                 for minimum transaction  of Rs 300/-  

C 1.Classic Card ( lower limit )             2. Visa  Card ( normal limit)             3.Platinumcard ( Higher limit)   

          4. Platinum card ( very high limit)            5.RUPAY card 

D DIED: Insurance  coverage upto the Credit card limit:                                 1.loss of life  other than Air     2. Loss of life (Air)  

E EMI facility is available for-purchase of Rs.5000&above.  

F* Fuel Surcharge waiver Max Rs 75/- per card per month  

I Interest Rates :  Generally,  1.9% on purchases 2.5% on cash advances  ( Differ from Bank to Bank) 

M* Mobile App for Credit Card customers :Facilities   



         Lock/Unlock Credit Card.   View and Control Multiple Cards.  View Transactions, Expense History and Graphs.   Set Transaction 

         limit and Enable/Disable Type of Transactions.  Reset Ucontrol Password and MPIN.  Enable and disable foreign transactions .   

         Hot listing of cards.  Help 

N No interest:    Free credit : Minimum 20 days Maximum 50 days 

O* Outward  and Inward foreign remittances from USA, UK, EUROPE, UAE, different Online schemes are available. 

P* Payment option : Min 10% of bill amount  

R* Reward points 4 points for Rs 100/- spent on POS/e-com  

S Spending limit : 20% of Annual Salary . Example: Income Rs 5 lakhs and above Limit Rs 1 lakh and above  

U Utility Bill cash back Max Rs 50/- per card per month  

V VISA SIGNATURE CREDIT CARD 

W* WALLET:     Mobile Wallet cash back Max. Rs 50/-per month for min. transaction  of Rs 500/- 

X Auto Debit facility.  

Y Per YEAR : Airport Lounge 4 / 3/2 free access   

Z CIBIL Score  minimum as prescribed by the Bank. 

CHARGE CARD 
a. Transactions are accumulated over a period of time, generally a month and the total amount charged, i.e. debited to the account. 

b. Credit card holder is given about 25 to 50 days' time to credit his account if insufficient funds in his account at the time of debit. 

c. Since the transactions are accumulated, it is only charged, i.e. not debited to the account immediately, are called charge cards. 

d.Name the company which is having features of accumulation of transactions over a period of time and the total amount charged to 

the account, once a month.              Ans.     a,b,c,d 



Q QUESTION ON ABBREVATIONS 
 

1.IRBT –( Subsidiary of RBI, Issuing Digital Signature certificate )     INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH BANKING TECHNOLOGY 

2. ATM              AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE 

3. INFINIT              INDIAN  FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

4. SFMS              STRUCTED FINANCIAL MESSAGE SYSTEM 

5. SWIFT          SOCIETY FOR WORLD WIDE INTER BANK FINANCIAL TELECOMMUNICATION  

6. RTGS              REAL TIME GROSS SETTLMENT 

7.MICR              MAGNETIC INK  CHARACTER RECOGNITION 

8. CIF              CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION   FILE 

9. IFSC              INDIAN FINANCIAL SERVICES CODE 

10. WWW              WORLD WIDE WEB    

11. UPS              UNINTERRUPTED  POWER SUPPLY 

12.OS              Operating System     

13..OSI              Open system interconnection 

14.IPTV? -               Internet Protocol Television  

15.'CDN'stands for -             content distribution network 

16. WAS? -              Wide Area Information Server  

17.OCR stands for -             Optical Character Recognition 

18.CAD stands for-             Computer-aided design 



R RUPAY CARD -   NATIONAL PAYMENT CORPORATION OF INDIA ( NPCI ) 
 

The benefits of RuPay debit card are  

1.The flexibility of the product platform, high levels of acceptance and the strength of the RuPay brand-all of which will contribute to 

an increased product experience.  

2.Lower cost and affordability : Since the transaction processing will happen domestically, it would lead to lower cost of clearing and 

settlement for each transaction. This will make the transaction cost affordable and will drive usage of cards in the industry. 

3.Customized product offering :  

    Domestic scheme for  development of customized product and service offerings for Indian consumers. 

Protection of information related to Indian consumers : 

1.Transaction and customer data related to RuPay card transactions will reside in India. 

2.Provide electronic product options to untapped/unexplored consumer segment : 

3.There are under-penetrated/untapped consumers segments in rural areas that do not have access to banking and financial services. 

4.Right pricing of RuPay products would make the RuPay cards more economically feasible for banks to offer to their customers.  

5.In addition, relevant product variants would ensure that banks can target the hitherto untapped consumer segments.  

6.Inter-operability between payment channels and products  

        APPLICATION QUESTION 

1.Rupay card Contactless Card   Cash withdrawal from ATM..........  Point of Sale maximum per transaction......... 50,000, 5000 

2. Variant means                 Different types 



S SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY    SFMS,   SWIFT 
 

I.MEANING: 

 1.    Created to offer practical guidance for responsible & constructive communications via social media channels. 

2.    74% of India younger generation is on Social Media.     

3.     Cheapest source of advertisement.  

II. OBJECTIVE  

1. In alignment with communication policy.    

2. To identify target, influencers, opinion makers & key stakeholders of Bank on social media.  

3. Build the brand amongst target audience via digital channels & social media platforms  

 4 Strategize, support events, launches & offers  

III.SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS :  

1. Facebook   2. Twitter    3. Youtube   4. Instagram    5. Linkedin  

IV.SOCIAL MEDIA GOVERNANCE  

1. Ownership:            Digital Banking Department   

2. Social media team           will coordinate with respective vertical.  

3.Responsibility as           Bank Employee/Personal Usage   

4. Never disclose           any information     

5. Should refrain           from speaking on behalf of bank  

6. If so required take necessary permission from the appropriate authority before responding  



7.User‘ gives opinion, he/she may present a clear disclaimer that the opinion is solely of the user  

8. Action can be initiated as per Bank‘s Disciplinary Procedure in case of harassment/bullied/offended by material posted  

9. Should not create subsidiary groups with banks name  

10. Publishing rumors/internal/confidential information may lead to legal action against the user  

11. No staff should become member of any such group or community unless that is created or permitted by the Bank.  

 

V.GROUND RULES REGARDING INFORMATION/OPINION/VIEWS ABOUT THE BANK ON SOCIAL MEDIA  

1. Duty to protect banks          against malicious content/campaign    

2. Duty to un-friend/off-connect        with malicious content.  

3. Duty to protect           interest/reputation of the bank.    

4. Duty to maintain accuracy & confidentiality      of Bank‘s offers/policies  

5. Failure of complying with Social Media Policy will be treated as violation of service regulations of  Officer Employees (conduct) 

Regulations. 

      SFMS,  VSAT, SWIFT 

1.. A worldwide financial messaging network which exchanges messages between banks and financial institutions is known as: 

Ans. SFMS. 

2. The Inter- banking messaging part of SFMS is useful for applications like.   

       a.Sending messages within India through VSAT  b.Sending messages abroad through SWIFT c.Funds transfer Ans. All of the above. 

3.What is SWIFT?     Ans. it is a telecommunications financial message network facilitating payments. 

 



S  SECURITY MEASURES   -                        CYBER SECURITY        OR             IT SECURITY 
 
CYBER SECURITY APPLICATIONS MEASURES 
 
1.to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of data 
 
 
2.to assure the protection of assets 
 
 
3.protect data both in transit and at rest 
 
4.increase the security of data 
 

1.computers,smart phones, networks 
 
 
2.Services are protected from unintended 
or unauthorized access 
 
 
3.physical security to prevent theft of 
equipment 
 
4.information security to protect the data 
on that equipment 

1.access control, 
  
2..awareness training, 
  
3.audit and accountability, 
  
4.risk assessment, 
  
5.penetration testing, 
 
 6.vulnerability management,   
 
7.security assessment  8. authorization. 

  APPLICATION QUESTIONS: 
1.Which one of the following is NOT coming under  in Bio metrics. 

   a. Finger print, a hand shape, a retina pattern     b. a speech pattern (voiceprint), or handwriting 

   c. retina, vein, image, signature verification    d.  Voice ,  Retina, Hand shape   e.None of the above 

2. Two types of pass word.             1.Login   2. Transaction .      

3 Firewall,               It is a security program to prevent Hacking 

4 Cryptography. ( Private +public key)   Both private key ( customer pass word) and Public key (Bank pass word) required. 

6 Surfing                 sparm don’t open     

7 CCTV,              With the help of CCTV , Criminals are found out. 
8 Back up, (Duplication )  The ability to start up and running in the event of a system crash or failure ( main file affected) 



9 Honey pot                 To prevent intruders. 

10. Encryption (Text into code – Scrambled Message) What is CCMP -       Encryption protocol  

11  Decryption                  Code into Text   

12 Access Control:              Access Control refers to mechanisms and policies that restrict access to computer resources.  

 13.   An access control list (ACL)   specifies what operations different users can perform on specific files and directories 

14.   Access control based on a person's fingerprints is an example of -        Biometric Identification  

15.Debugging means:                 Correcting error(Bug).  

16. Internet business and many other transactions require a more stringent authentication process. Why? 

a]The use of digital certificates issued and verified by a Certificate Authority (CA) as part of a public key infrastructure  

b] introducing a second factor (hardware/software token) for authentication 

c] a or b  is considered likely to become the standard way to perform authentication on the Internet.   d.All the above. 

17. In a smart card the security features are 

 (a) multiple pins   (b) retinal pattern verification   (c) dynamic signature verification  (d) vein recognition  a to d all  

18.Authentication means 

a]Authentication is the process of determining whether someone or something is, in fact, who or what it is declared to be.  

b]In private and public computer networks (including the Internet), authentication is commonly done through the use of logon 

passwords.  

c]Knowledge of the password is assumed to guarantee that the user is authentic.  

d]Each user registers initially (or is registered by someone else), using an assigned or self-declared password. 

e] On each subsequent use, the user must know and use the previously declared password.     Ans:   a to d only 



FORMING A STRONG PASSWORD ( Combination of 1.Capital letter 2. Small letter  3. Number  4. Symlbol ) 

1.Start with the first word and pick-up one letter from each word in the order-first, last, first, last and so on. 

2. Further, let all first letters be in lower case and last ones in upper case.  

3.Month, if used in the sentence, should be converted to its numerical equivalent in two digits prefixing zero if required.  

4.Year, if used in the sentence, should be taken without the century part so it has only two digits.  

5.The two numbers should be used in the place where they appear.  

6.However for the second digit we shall take its upper case. 

Example: Father gifted watch June 63  PASSWORD:   fDw0^6#  

       APPLICATION QUESTION 

1.Which one of the following is True  or  Correct   or Not incorrect. 

a.The following are displayed when password is typed.                 Characters ******* 

 b. Strong Pass word  (Mix of Symbol,  Number, Capital letter, Small letter ) Example    $ r 6 M  

 c. Pass word of the staff should be changed for every           As per Bank norms 

 d. In internet banking, login pass word and transaction pass word should be changed every    As per Bank norms. 

e.All are correct. 



T       TOPOLOGY (LAYOUT OF COMPUTER) The way in which the devices are interconnected is known as topology 

 

BUS TOPOLOGY 

a. All devices on the network are connected to a single continuous cable. 

b. Transmission from any station travels the length of the bus in both directions and is received by all other stations. 

c. The main advantage of bus topology is that it is quite easy to set up. 

d. Further, if one station on the LAN fails, it will not affect the rest of the network 

e. Data transmission is possible in one direction only 

f. The breakdown of any one station on the ring can disable the entire LAN. 

STAR TOPOLOGY 

a. In a star topology, the central node is often the master. 

b. Each of the other nodes is joined to the master by separate links. 

c. It cannot handle large traffic as every transaction has to pass through the central node. 

d. However, if one node fails, it will not affect the network. 

       RING, MESH, HYBRID TOPOLOGY 

1.Ring  ( From one to one )   2.Mesh  ( Bus + Star),   3.Hybrid  ( Combine 2 or 3 topologies) 

APPLICATION QUESTION 

1. Devices are connected to a single continuous cable, on a computer net work, in case of:       bus topology  

2. In star topology for a local area network:        Each node is joined to the central node by a separate link 



U                  UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR   (URL )  -   Technical name for a web-site address 
      APPLICATION QUESTIONS 

1. In the URL http://www.prenhall.com, the portion labelled http is the-          protocol 

2.Which one of the following is correct in PROTOCOLS 

a. The protocols are the rules for communication between similar modules of processes, usually in different nodes. 

b. Protocols define message formats and the rules for message exchange. 

c. It controls priority and sequence of transmission, errors in transmission, and the process of beginning and concluding conversion. 

d. The network protocols depend on the adapters. Some of the commonly used types of adapters are Ethernet and Token-Ring 

d. All are correct 

UNINTERRUPTED POWER SYSTEM (UPS) 

 

      APPLICATION QUESTIONS 

2.Which one of the following is correct in UPS 

a.UPS  protecting computer system from power blackouts, brownouts, swells, sags, surges, and interface. 

b.Takes over the power supply to the file server or to the main computer to eliminate the chance of data loss.   

c. Order of getting power   1. Main  2. Generator   3. UPS            d. All are correct 

USB 

 

1. How many devices are supposed to work simultaneously when connected to a USB port of computer? -   227 



V VARIOUS   CYBER CRIMES 
 
NO CRIMES MEANING 

1 HACKING, Hacker is a term used by some to mean "a clever programmer" and by others to mean "someone who 

tries to break into computer systems."   (Unauthorised access) 

2 CRIMINALS,  Unauthorised access, manipulate data or destroy the data. 

3 SKIMMING,  Skimmer attached to ATM /swipe machine which duplicate the details of card. 

4 PHISHING, 

 is a form of social 

engineering 

technique/ attack  

1.Attempt to acquire sensitive information such as usernames, passwords, and credit card details (and 

sometimes indirectly money)                                         2.By masquerading as a trustworthy entity . 

3.From popular social web sites, auction sites, banks, online payment processors or IT administrators are  

commonly used to lure unsuspecting public 

5 VISHING,  1. "Voice Phishing is the act of leveraging a new technology called Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) in 

using the telephone system to falsely claim to be a legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam users into 

disclosing personal information.  

2.Online auctions and their payment services, can be targets   of Voice Phishing 

6 SMISHING,  Fake message ( SMS ) send through mobile  

7 MORPHING,  Image of the photo altered by unscrupulous people 

8 OBSCENE,  In web site, obscene are created for the sake of subscription / money. 

9 ABUSE,  Record the conversation between two people, photos are abused by criminals. 



10 SPAM,  Unsolicited  e.mail to create Virus in computer system. 

11 VANDALS,  Ventilating the angur by employees against employer through computer 

12 VIRUS (MALWARE),  A virus is a piece of programming code inserted into other programming to cause some unexpected and, 

for the victim, usually undesirable event.  

Viruses can be transmitted by downloading programming from other sites or be present on a diskette.  

13 PIRACY,  Unauthorised copy of other videos, books, movies, 

14 CHILD PORNOGRAPHY Misuse of Children. 

15 BACK DOOR 1.Means of access to a computer program that bypasses security mechanisms.  

2.Back door is a security risk, because there are always crackers out there looking for any vulnerability to 

exploit 

 EXPLOIT is an attack on a computer system especially one that takes advantage of a particular vulnerability that 

the system offers to intruders.  

Used as a verb, the term refers to the act of successfully making such an attack. 

 HIJACKWARE 
 

A browser hijacker  is a type of malware program that alters your computer's browser settings  
so that you are redirected to Web sites that you had no intention of visiting. 

18 SOCIAL 
ENGINEERING 
ATTACK 

An attack based on tricking or deceiving users or administrators into revealing passwords or other 
information that compromises a target system's security. Social engineering attacks are typically carried 
out by telephoning users or operators and pretending to be an authorized user 

19. BOMB Viruses have a delayed pay load 

20 Bug means Unintentional fault in the program 
21 Stuxnet  is a computer worm that targets industrial software and equipment -   



      APPLICATION QUESTIONS 

1.Browser Hijacker means. 

a]A browser hijacker (sometimes called hijack ware) is a type of malware program that alters your computer's browser settings so 

that you are redirected to Web sites that you had no intention of visiting.  

b]Poorly coded browser hijackers which, unsurprisingly, are common may also slow your computer down and cause browser crashes.   

c.   a and b 

2. Verification of login name and password is known as          authentication  

 

QUESTIONS ON VIRUS 

1. Virus means               A program which destroy other programs 

2. Maximum virus in                 Pen drive, E.mail. 

3. VIRUS is ability to  

1.Damage Data    

2. Clone itself     

3. Hide itself     

4. Destroy program            

5. All the above. 

4.Computer viruses can multiply and spread from one computer to another by means of 

1.Infected disks   2. Links to a network   3. Downloaded software from a internet         4.All the above 

5  Vaccine (anti virus)                It is a program to prevent Virus 



W WINDOWS:     Present Window  -  Window 11        Present Window office 2020 
 

APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON  WINDOWS 

1. The filename of Window 98 can have a maximum characters upto -        255 characters 

2. To save a document in Windows use             Ctrl + S 

3.What is the shortcut key to “undo” the last action in a document?        Ctrl + Z 

4. To find text in windows use               Ctrl + F 

APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON MS.WORD 

1.Different types of letter processing –              FONT   

2.What is default extension for Word documents?           DOC 

3. The software that is used to create text-based documents are referred to as       word processors 

APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON  EXCEL 

1. In MS-Excel 2003, the default workbook sheet contains maximum -          65536  

2. Each cell in a Microsoft Office Excel document is referred to by address, which is the -      cells column label 

3. The way to reach at EXCEL window is -      Click on "START" Button >>> Run >> type path and program name  

4.. In Excel contains one or more worksheets -              Workbook 

5. A tuple is a -                    Row of a table 

6. A workbook in Excel is a collection of              Worksheets 

 



W WEB ,   WI-FI 
      APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON WEB 
 
1.Web address is a unique address to identify on web -           Website 

2.Which one of the following is correct on.HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol,  

  a.Transfers displayable Web pages and related files, 

b. set of rules for exchanging files (text, graphic images, sound, video, and other multimedia files) on the World Wide Web. 

 c.  Always check whether a web address begins with ‘http’ or ‘https’ before  executing any transaction. 

d.  ‘Https’ means a site is secure and the data,travels to the final destination in an encrypted form.  e. All are correct 

2.Which one of the following is correct on HTML stands for hypertext Mark-up Language.  

a.HTML is a standard set of commands  

b. used to structure documents and format text  so that it can be used on the Web.    Answer a and b 

3.A proxy server is used for which of the following? -         To process client requests for Web pages 

4. A word in a web page that, when clicked opens another document -      Hyperlink 

5. The first page of a Web site is called the -           Homepage  

6.The shows all the Web sites and pages that you have visited over a period of time.-    History List 



7. Exercise restraint in the amount of personal information you upload on the web to…….   minimise misuse.  

8.Ensure there is a lock symbol at the bottom of the browser only then key in ………   your user name.  

9. Websites provide the speech recognition technology by converting our speech message into text and send the same to our email 

box  -                  Spinyak.com &Rquial.com 

10. CAPTCHA means 

a]The acronym stands for “Completely Automated Public Turing Test to tell Computers and Humans Apart”. 

 b]website asks you to type a text displayed on the screen. The text is usually a combination of alphanumeric characters, in varying 

shapes and sizes.                    

Ans: a and b 

 
11.We access the World Wide Web using             Browser 
 

    APPLICATION QUESTIONS ON WI-FI , BLUE TOOTH 

1.WIFI     To make use of internet, Video conference , Live video, audio) 

2.BLUE TOOTH            Exchange of information between computer, mobile,other electronic devices  within 100 meters. 

3.Which of the following option is correctly matched?      

Bluetooth  ----  About one-fifth the range of Wi-Fi 



X,     HOW QUESTIONS ARE ARRANGED    ( A TO Z TECHNIQUES FOLLOWED TO DESIGN THE QUESTION AND ANSWER) 
ALL THE ABOVE ANSWER,    A  TO   D   ANSWER  

1.Which of the following is a feature of a multi-user computer net work:  

a.Larger no. of users can be connected to a central computer    

b.All data and information is kept on the processing concept  

c.System is based on centralized processing concept                   d.All the above  

2. The decision support system makes use  

 (a) query language (b) adhoc report generator (c) statistical analyzer (d) graphics         A to d all  

3. The information technology impacts banks due to CHANGE IN 

(a) organizational structure (b) organizational orientation (c)service delivery channel  (d) customer aspiration:     A to d all  

4. Computeration in banks can bring improvement in the area of  

(a) customer service   (b) house-keeping  (c) decision making  (d) productivity.         A to d all   

5.E. Lobby in ATM room has the following functions 

1.Cash deposit   2.Cheque deposit   3. Cash withdrawal  4. Printing pass book, Coin machine.     5.All the above 

6.The following are part of computer system:        

1. Monitor    2. CPU        3. Key board               4. All the above. 

7. A computer network is used for which of the following:    

a. To share date    b. To share software    c. To share hardware        d. All the above  



BOTH OF THE ABOVE  a and b   OR                                COMBINED ANSWER -      a ,b,c     ,    a or b,  a,b,c   or   a,b,c,d but e is wrong.,   

1.Which of the following forms a part of local area network (LAN): 

(a) work station  (b) disk duplexing   (c) file server   (d) modem:        A, b and c  

2. A data mining technique can be used for  

(a) predicting future trends based on information available   (b) credit risk analysis  

(c) analyzing demographic information about customers   (d) Data on meda data      A to c 

3. In a ATM, the PIN:  

a. Stands for postal index number  b. Is randomly generated sequence of girls   c. Stored in magnetic strip of the card  B and c   

4. Cheque truncation can be done by  

(a) using image processing  (b) using MICR data  (c) sending by courier or speed post for early delivery.     A and b only  

5.The find feature at "START Button list the item which 

1.search for computer,   2.can be searched on computer    3.searches only files              Both (1) and (2) 

COMBINED OR ALL THE ABOVE ANSWER IS WRONG IF THE WORD ‘THE MOST’ IS APPEARING IN THE QUESTION 

1.Which one of the following is the most important in Bio –metrics security measures 

  a. Vein, Signature recognition, Voice recognition        

b. Finger print, Image, Retina     

c. DNA, Retina, Finger print   

d. a and c         

e.All the above 



DIFFERENT NAME, OMITTED WORD, EXTRA WORD     

1.Which of the following is known as plastic money?(Different name)       Credit card and debit card. 

2. Present version of Windows                                    ( Omitted word)         Windows 11 

3. Present version  of Windows office        ( Extra word)          2021 

EXPAND 

1.SCM                 Supply        Chain             Management  

2.CRM                 Customer  Relationship Management 

FILL  IN THE BLANK   -  SINGLE COLUMN ,   DOUBLE COLUMN,   THREE COLUMN 

1. The _________ are the rules for communication between similar modules of processes, usually in different nodes.       Protocols  

2. The process where data is written on two or more hard discs simultaneously over different channel is called  Disk duplexing  

3. The hardware configuration consisting of a key board and monitor that is capable of sending and receiving information, but has no 

memory or processing capability is called______:              Dumb terminal  

4. In a _________ an inner copper conductor is held in a position by circular spacers:       Coaxial cable  

5. Those terminals that are attached to a server in a computer network system, are called      Only clients and nodes  

6.A typical computerised environment constitutes   1…….2……..3………                       Software, Hardware and Data 

7. ……… has the capacity to store value for different purposes and for different issuers       Electronic purse  

8. an electronic purse may have _____ number of storage space:           several  



GIVEN  QUESTION ASKED BOTH POSITIVELY AND NEGATIVELY 

1.Which one of the following is called Brain of the computer?  ( Direct, positive questions. But all answers are mismatching ) 

1.Key board  2. Joy stick  3. Scanner  4.Mouse   5. None of the above        Reason: CPU answer not given  

 

2.Which one of the following is called Not the Brain of the computer? ( Negative question. But all answers are matching ) 

    1. Key board    2. Joy stick    3. Scanner    4.Mouse    5. All the above.  

HOURS,  DAY , DATE,   MONTH , NUMBER  BASED QUESTIONS 

1. Funds transfer under IMPS   a. within few seconds    b. within 2 hours   c. within 8 hours  d. None of the above 

2. Funds transfer under RTGS   a. within few seconds    b. within 2 hours   c. within 8 hours  d. None of the above 

3. Funds transfer under NEFT   a. within few seconds    b. within 2 hours   c. within 8 hours  d. None of the above 

4. Any dispute relating to ATM transaction should be disposed within     a.24 hours  b. 7 days  c. 365 days   d. None. 

5. Login and Transaction password  in Net banking should be changed within a maximum period of           6 months. 

6. Number of settlements by Bank with RBI a.21 settlement  b.24 settlement  c.20 settlement  d.18 settlement 

7. NEFT  opening time ………….  Closing time …………..           8 am  7pm 

8. RTGS  opening time……….      Closing time …………            8 am  6pm  

9. Transaction date of Credit Card  24.09. 2021     Last date for payment without penalty  15.10.202 

10.Transaction date of Credit Card 26.09. 2021    Last date for payment without penalty  14.11.2021   



INCORRECT  OR   NOT CORRECT  OR  FALSE   OR   WRONG ANSWER  Be careful to choose the answer 

1. Which of the following statements is not correct:  

a. A coaxial cable consists of an inner copper conductor held in position by circular spacers  

b. A twisted pair cable consists of two insulted copper wire  

c. In optical fibre data is transmitted through a very thin glass or plastic fibres with a beam of light OR laser beam driven by a high 

speed high current driver  

d. None of the above        ( Question is not  correct but  given answers are correct. Hence, none of these. 

INTEREST %  BASED QUESTIONS 

1.For delayed payment of Credit Card, what is the rate of interest? 

2.For one time settlement of the dues, what is the rate of interest. 

JOVIAL OR FOOLISH QUESTION 

1.Password can be read by 

1. System administrator    2. Branch manager    3. IT department   4. All the above       5. None of the above. 

KEY BOARD COMMANDS 

LATEST MODEL / TECHNOLOGY 

1.The present version of MS. Windows 

2. Which of the following is the India's fastest super computer? -   



NOT MATCHING  

1.Which of the following does not match  

a. Modem-            converts digital signals into analog and signals to digital  

b. Twisted pair cable consists of         two insulted copper wire  

c. Message switch is used to store and forward data to    large no. of terminals over a single communication channel  

d. Multiplexer is used to         send only one signal over a multi communication channel*  

2. Which of the following payment system location does NOT match:  

a. Clearing House Inter-bank Payment System (CHIPS)-         USA  

b. Clearing House Automated Payment System (CHAPS)   -   Singapore  

c. Clearing House Automated transfer System (CHATS)   -   Hong Kong  

d. INFINET-                                                                                      India.  

     MISMATCHING WORDS / FIGURES   IN THE QUESTION  ( ANSWER IS NONE OF THESE) 

1.Minimum amount for NEFT ( National Electronic Fund Transfer) 

     a.1 lakh    

b. 2 lakh    

c. 3 lakh  

d. 4 lakh  

e. None of these             ( No Minimum amount for NEFT) 



     MISMATCHING WORDS/ FIGURES   IN  THE ANSWERS   ( ANSWER IS NONE OF THESE) 

1.Minimum amount for RTGS (  Real Time Gross Settlement ) 

     a.1 lakh    

b. 25000    

c. 30000   

d. 1.5 lakh  

e. None of these          (Minimum 2 lakhs  for RTGS not given in the answer ) 

NOT WORD IS APPEARING IN THE QUESTION (  You have to be very careful in choosing the answer) 

1.Which of the following NOT a feature of a stand-alone computer system:  

a.It can be used by one person at a time and is called work station      

b.It is not suitable for multi-user environment  

c.It can be connected to an existing multi-user system to access corporate database   

d.None of the above  

2. Which of the following is NOT an advantage of the multi-user computer system through networking:  

a. Corporate level information is available at one place    

b. Costly hardware can not be shared between various user due to which it is not effective  

c. Information can be shared easily between various users    

d. Computing resources can be used economically by processing the high volume data  



3. Which of the following is NOT a feature of a core banking system?  

a. Transaction are made on a central server     

b. Transaction are made on-line as well as off-line*  

c. Branch automation module is incorporated     

d. Branch is connected to a central host  

4. Which of the following functions is NOT carried by a Modem:  

a. Modulation of digital signals into analogue     

b. Modulation of analogue signals into digital  

c. Modulation of data into images *      

d. None of the above  

5.Which is  Not a major functionof computer -               Gathering data 

ODD MAN OUT 
1. Debit Card    2. Credit Card   3. Rupay Card    4. Locker           Answer 4 

 
PRODUCTS ( Various electronic products of the Bank) 

1.Mobile bill payment 

2. Gift Card 

3. Pay roll Card 

4. Digi Purse 

5. Mobile wallet 



QUESTIONS ON FUNCTIONS    

1.Different name:   Computer stops suddently  -             CRASH. 

2. Blinking shows next auction –                CURSOR  

3.Programe means                  set of Instructions.  

4.Removable magnetic disk which hold information –            HARD DISK  

5.SAVE –                    Data intact   

RUPEE BASED  QUESTIONS. 

1.Upper limit prescribed for RTGS transactions is.        Ans. None of these.    No upper limit 

SERVICE CHARGES  

1.Service charges for  Pin modification. 

2. In POS, service charges if the amount exceed            Rs.2000 

TRUE   OR  CORRECT  TO FIND OUT 

UNKNOWN QUESTION FOR KNOWN TOPIC  

VARIABLE WORD IN SECOND  

First word fixed and second variable 

1.Multi Users                   Several  applications  

2. Multi  Plex                  Several  messages   



3.Multi Tasking               Several  functions  /messages at a time 

4.Multi  Casting               Several message within the company  / Bank 

 5.Multi Media               Picture, Sound   

6.Multi language              Several  languages 

VARIABLE WORD IN FIRST   

1.INTER   NET-              From one net work to another net work.  

2.INTRA  NET-              Within the company  / Bank  

3.EXTRA NET-             Company / Bank With 1. Customer  2. Suppliers. 

WHO IS THE INVENTOR 

1.E.Mail               (Shiva  Ayyadurai )      

2. Internet               ( Vint   Curf  )  

3.EDI(Electronic Data Interchange )          ( VSNL,Mumbai) 

4.UNIX                (Ken Thomson & Dennis Ritchie)   

5.RSA               (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman )   

6.WWW.               ( Tim, Berners  Lee) 

 

     QUESTION FROM ANY PAGE  AND FROM ANY LINE OF THE BOOK 

1. A hand held computer known as PDA stands for         Personal Digital Assistant 



MODEL TEST 1   II 

1. The following are all mobile computing devices, except           Digital Scanners  

2.What is an organisation’s internal private network thatuses the infrastructure and standards of the internet andthe web?Intranet  

3. All of the following statements concerning files are true except         files are stored in RAM. 

4…………. is the process of starting or restarting a computer.          Booting 

5. Internet uses                  Packet switching 

6. The term CRM means             Customer Relationship Management 

7. If you change Windows 98 operating system to Windows XP, you         Upgrade 

8. Usually, installation files have the extension             exe 

9.What does the acronym UPS stand for?           Uninterruptible Power Supply 

10.Which of the following is a software?             BASIC 

11.Which of the following is an operating system?           DOS 

12. Changing to newer, usually more powerful or  sophisticated versions of hardware components is termed as upgrading 

13. Every host computer on the Internet has a             unique IP address  

14.Which of  following places the common data elements in order from smallest to the largest? Character, field, record, file, database 

15. MS-DOS is a command-driven                Operating System. 

16. …………  refers to the part of the computer system that one can touch.       Hardware 

17. The proper removal of a program requires its            uninstalling 

18. Thousands of ……….. of switches make up chips.           transistors 

19. Small files that are deposited on a user’s hard drive when they visit a website are called    cookies 



  MODEL TEST 2    RECOLLECTED QUESTIONS -         FROM ANY PAGE ,  ANY LINE            OF THE BOOK                                     II 

1. Which of the following systems run an application layer firewall using proxy software? -      Proxy Server 

2. Network provides services at various locations using private or leased circuits by using technology of its choice - Private Network 

3.New device is attached to a computer,  printer or scanner, it’s must be installed before the device can be used -    Driver 

4. Compiling creates a(n) -                      executable program 

5. What disk is used to cold boot a PC? -                System disk 

6. A repair for a known software bug, usually available at no charge on the Internet, is called a(n)-    patch 

7. The ability to easily add additional users means that a network is -           scalable 

8. If you wish to extend the length of the network without having the signal degrade, you would -     repeater 

9. Autoexe bat" files of the computer system are -           execute at the time of booting 

10. "Network Neighbourhood" is used for -             Sharing resources 

11.The most common type of storage devices are -             optical  

12. Hard Card means -            the expansion board that contains small hard disk 

13. What feature adjust the top and bottom margins that the text is centered vertically on the printed page? -  Vertical justifying  

14. "ECHO' is a -                   Hatch file command 

16. What is the function Drop Cap?-      let you begin a large paragraph with the initial dropped capital letter 

17. Which of the following statements) is/are correct regarding the Computer SimulationTechnique? 

Computer Simulations leads to a large volume of information&Monte Carlo methods are often used in computer simulations of 

Physical and Mathematical System  

18. In which of the following kinds of disk does the read/write head physically touch the surface? -    Floppy Disk  



19. The Internet is-                a large network of networks  

20. Computers that are portable and convenient for users who travel are known as -      laptops  

21. One advantage of dial-up Internet access is -     it uses a router for security it utilizes existing telephone service  

22. What is the process of copying software programs from secondary storage media to the hard disk called? -   installation  

23. Which among the following do/does not belong/belongs to the GSM family of wireless technology-    DSL  

24. Which process checks to ensure the components of the computer are operating and connected properly -   Saving  

25. VOIP refers to transported as IP packets aver capable or private network VOIP stands -     Voice Over Protocol 

26.What is a ‘Debit Card’?  

      Ans. it is a card which can be used for withdrawing cash or making payment if there is balance in the account. 

27.In which of the following fund transfer mechanisms, can funds be moved from one bank to another and where transactions is 

      settled instantly without being bunched with any other transaction?         Ans. RTGS. 

28.Which of the following is a leading electronic payment technology firm?  

      (the logo of the firm can be seen printed in credit cards / ATM centre)         Ans. Visa. 

29.Banks for which they charge fee?           

       Ans. issuing demand drafts / pay orders, issue of ATM/ credit/ debit cards,Funds transfer 

30.Which one of the following is correct on DOS 

a. To save a DOS file, the command is - Ctrl + S  key combination  

b.The DOS command "DIR" used for -  display all the existing directories       

c. a and b. 
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